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1. Introduction

Chairman - ladies and gentlemen

I am very pleased to have the opportunity to describe our work with the nuclear waste issues
in the municipality of Oskarshamn - The Oskarshamn Model.

My name is Krister Hallbcrg and I have since 1994 been the project manager of our local
competence building project shortened LKO. My profession is the architects and 1 started my
carrier in Oskarshamn 1967 as planning architect and worked from 1980 until 1990 as head of
the City architect office - during the years when the nuclear power plant was established.
From 1990 to 19941 was partner in a private architect office.

2. The Municipality of Oskarshamn

Oskarshamn a Nuclear Municipality in Sweden
The Oskarshamn municipality with 26 500 inhabitants is located on the Swedish south east
coast. The municipality economy is strong and employment is high. In total the municipality
has 13 000 jobs and the largest employers are the truck factory Scania with 1 700 employees
and the nuclear power company with 1 100 employees.

Oskarshamn is hosting three reactor blocks. The first reactor built, Oskar 1 went on line 1972.
Oskar 2 started 1974 and Oskar 3 1985. The three reactors produce 10 % of Sweden's total
electric power consumption. We are also hosting the CLAB facility, the Interim storage for
spent fuel, located close to the power plant on the Simpevarp peninsula. The Aspo" hard rock
laboratory for underground research on disposal technologies is located about two kilometres
north of the peninsula. The Encapsulation Laboratory where the industry is developing
welding technology for the copper canister, is located in the Oskarshamn harbour
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The Oskarshamn Nuclear Waste History
This is a compressed nuclear waste history with focus on Oskarshamn:
«« 1978: The Municipality Council's approve of the localisation of CLAB to the

municipality
• 1985: The CLAB facility start
• 1992: SKB (the nuclear waste management company) announced in their RD&D

Program that their preferred site for an Encapsulation plant was in direct co-location with
CLAB

• I99S SKB request permission to carry out a feasibility study in Oskarshamn
• 1996; Inauguration of The Aspo Hard Rock Laboratory near the Power Plant
® 199S: Sweden's Prims Minister inaugurate The Encapsulation Laboratory in Oskarshamn
« 1999: SKBs presentation of the preliminary Feasibility Study Report &t The Municipality

Council meeting in Jane,

3. Once upon a time...

The Bucket Sfery
As a background to our work with waste management and public participation I will [el! you a
short story - a true story.

Once upon a time ~ 40 years ago - some enthusiastic experts from the young Swedish nuclear
industry visited a small village on the East Coast of Sweden to present their plan to the local
politicians. The pian was to establish a nuclear power plant not far from the small village.
The local politicians listened carefully to the presentations. Afterwards one of the politicians
asked: "What about the waste. Is there any dangerous waste from the production?"
One of the experts answered with a smile: "The waste is no problem - there will just be a
bucket or two."

Today we can smile to tins statement - we know better now - we do not try to minimise the
problem. - But in Kyoto, Japan less than 5 years ago, on a seminar organised by the
International Atomic Energy Agency, 1 heard a highly placed official from the Agency tell the
audience: "The nuclear waste is no problem. You can hoid all the high level waste from the
Worlds nuclear reactors in this conference hall."

Now, 40 years after "the bucket answer", we have the bucket in Oskarshamn, but the bucket
from i960 is no longer a bucket, It is a pool, 17 by 95 rneires and with a dept of 13 metres, in
a rock cavern 50 metres below the ground. The first pool from 1985 contains today more than
3000 tons of spent nuclear fuel - highly radioactive. A second pool h under construction. The
bucket from 1960 now called CLAB the Central Interim Storage for Spent Nuclear Fuel will
in the year 2004 have a capacity for 8000 tons, enough for all the spent fuel from the twelve
Swedish rectors.

In the LKO project we have learned a lot from tins bucket story. We have also learned a lot
from contacts with the nuclear industry, the nuclear waste industry, the authorities, the public,
the environmental groups and other municipalities where the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
Waste Management Co, SKB carry out feasibility studies.
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I wish on this occasion point out three statements that I consider to be important if you want
the public to participate.

• Say good bye to DAD
• Do not trust "the empty bucket principal"
• We are the public

• DAD
As you already know DAD in this context stand for Decide, Announce, Defend. Decisions
made centrally - in closed rooms. Then announced and when "surprising" opposition arise the
decision is defended. From our point of view DAD is the very opposite to public participation
and I am sure that the DAD-method is still used in controversial projects all over the world.
We belief that this DAD-method can result in distrust towards industry and politicians and we
shall not be astonished if the affected public protest against the decisions if the decisions have
been formed in closed rooms. The conclusion from our experience in the LKO-project is -
avoid distrust and protests with public participation from the first day of the project.

• Do not trust "the empty bucket principal".
I started this speech talking about a bucket or two of nuclear waste. Now I will use an empty
bucket as another symbol. After the collapse of the DAD-method, massive information
should solve the problems. The public was like empty buckets or buckets with the wrong
information waiting to be filled up with the right information. "Just give the public
information enough and they will understand their own good."
Having worked as a town architect and project manager with public participation more than
thirty years 1 am absolutely convinced that the public do not see themselves as empty buckets
waiting to be filled up with the right information. They want of course to be informed but they
must have their information from several sources to be able to form their own opinion. The
empty bucket principal has nothing to do with participation. Information is of course
important but information can not replace participation. From our point of view public
participation supported by pluralistic information is a prerequisite for a successful project.

• We are the public
When you leave this conference for your home country, your hometown, you will sooner or
later take of your expert tie and suddenly you are the public - if you don't are a mayor,
because a mayor is always a mayor with or without tie. What 1 am trying to say is that
everyone of us will sooner or later play the public's role. In this role we still have our
professional, expert knowledge and besides our special local knowledge. We can therefore be
a resource for a project with or without tie. Excuse me ladies but the tie is just a suitable
symbol. One of our theses in the LKO project and The Oskarshamn model is consequently:
The public - a resource. Our belief is that public engagement and real public influence are
necessary and valuable components in a successful project.

4. The Oskarshamn model for public participation

During the discussion within the municipality about the encapsulation plant and the feasibility
study the municipality has been actively engaged in the issue of the final disposal of the
nuclear waste. A special project and local working groups have actively been following
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SKB's work and influenced its content. The municipality council with 51 elected members
has taken on the task as reference group for the municipality.

Extensive efforts have been taken to initiate a dialogue with the public - especially the young
members - and the neighbouring municipalities. A working model has been developed for the
work with seven policy statements. The overall goal is to have a completely open process
with all facts on the table in order to be able to take decisions on "good grounds".

In Sweden the municipalities can veto a siting proposal for a nuclear facility. The position of
the municipalities is therefor strong. Oskarshamn however has a particular situation as ail the
spent foe! from Swedish reactors will be stored at CLAB. A NO from all Swedish
municipalities t© the final disposal facility will mean a YES to continued storage in &
temporary facility. The Municipality Council has strongly objected to that the CLAB facility
is turned into more than a short term solution like it was licensed to be.

The Gskarsh&mn Model is based on seven policy statements and represents the platform for
the municipality engagement in the nuclear waste programme. The model is also used as a
working structure for those engaged in the local working groups and for the local council
politicians. The first policy statements were developed in 1992 and has been continuously
discussed and developed since then:

« Openness and participation
Everything on the table - real influence
Public insight and involvement requires total openness from all parties involved. The
procedures used should provide prerequisites for that.
Participation cars only be achieved if there is res! influence. Nobody has as interest to
participate if all decisions already have been made. Participation may lead to that a majority is
against a certain project and this is therefore stopped. This is of course a setback for the
implementor but it is oof the goal for the decision making process to work for a certain
outcome. A good decision making process can well result in a so to a certain facility

Joint development of the basis for a decision - decisions independently.
The municipality has chosen EIA as the lead process for its involvement m the Swedish
Nuclear Waste Program. In 1994 The EIA-forum in Kalmar County was created at the
initiative of Oskarshamn, The County plays a key role in the process by providing Chairman
and secretary. In this forum the parties (industry, authorities and municipality) can agree to
and develop basis for the decisions to be taken. Each party then takes the decision

The Council our reference group

The local politicians get involved, their knowledge increase and they get prepared for coming
decisions. The municipality thus uses the established forms for representative democracy in
this controversial issue and the nuclear waste project vitalises the local political decision
making process in general.
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• The public - a resource
Concrete plans and clear study results a prerequisite for public engagement and
influence.
It is not always easy to actively engage the public. The key is to present plain and detailed
results. Therefor the municipality has firmly stressed that SKB in the feasibility study should
identify locations for a possible repositor>'i entrance tunnel, areas for a preparatory drilling
program etc. When this has been done we are convinced that the public engagement will
increase.

• The environmental groups - a resource

The environmental groups and their experts give valuable contributions.
On the local level environmental groups have been invited to participate in the working
groups. Some organisations have accepted but some have made the decision to work outside
the municipality structure. Regardless how the individual groups have decided to organise
their work, they have all participated in local seminars and workshops. In many seminars the
local groups have also invited their experts from national environmental groups. Such
participation has been paid for by the municipality project LKO by funding from the Nuclear
Waste Fund.

• Stretching of SKB to clear answers
We build competence so we can ask the difficult questions - we ask until we get clear
answers.
Today it is fair to say that the municipality council, the working groups and to a certain
extend the public has developed such competence that they have the capacity to stretch SKB
to a considerable degree in many areas, Stretching of SKB is an important tool in reaching
transparency in the process.

• The competent authorities our experts
The authorities visible throughout the process and our decision after statement by the
competent authorities.
The authorities the Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI) and the Swedish Radiation
Protection Institute (SSI) must be independent, with the power to review the safety
assessment of the SKB. However, for the municipality it is also a need to engage the
authorities early in the process and to maintain their involvement. First of all they should have
the role of the "peoples experts", since the municipality can not build up its own independent
expertise. Secondly, it is important that SKI and SSI can explain their regulations and other
requirements for example on the site selection process.

5. The pragmatic public

Because of the proposals to site major facilities to Oskarshamn the nuclear waste problem has
been on the agenda for almost a decade. The politicians have shown sincere interest to
understand, debate and form a dialogue with their voters - the public. The public however has
many things on their mind and urgent daily problems to solve. Few are prepared to set aside
several evenings for seminars and discussions.

Some see the lack of public engagement as a lack of opinion. This is a great mistake, the
public have very strong opinions when asked. The problem is that traditional arrangements
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not always lead to the public . The conciusion is, to get the public opinion you have to go to
the public. But we have also had a lot of well-attended seminars arranged by the LKO project
on for example impact of ice ages, news from the transmutation research etc

In Oskarshamn numerous activities have taken place. From these activities we can already see
a number of issues and opinions raised by the public. These activities has been summarised by
the local working groups and reported to the Municipality Council a couple of weeks ago.

Examples of opinions raised are:
- It must be clear that the KBS-3 method is safe and that the critical objections are fully

addressed
- It is not responsible to postpone actions waiting for some technical miracle - it is also not

responsible to take actions if the technology is not ready and proven
- It is not acceptable that CLAB becomes a long term facility
- The municipality with the best conditions (geology) should act responsibly. If the best

rock is here we should accept the repository.

The Oskarshamn model has so far worked extremely well as a tool to achieve openness and
public participation. The municipality involvement has been successful in several aspects, for
example:

* Is has been possible to influence the program, to a large extent, to meet certain
municipality conditions and to ensure the local perspective.

* The local competence has increased to a considerable degree. The activities generated by
the six working groups with a total of 40 members have generated a large number of
contacts with various organisations, schools, mass media, individuals in the general public
and interest groups.

For the future, clarification of the disposal method and site selection criteria as well as the site
selection process as such is crucial

Thank you for your attention.

Basic Document concerning SK8"s request to carry out a Feasibility Study in Oskarshamn's municipality.
September J 996
The Feasibility Study Organisation in Oskarshamn

Policy Document and Work Procedures. ElA-Forum in KaSmar County
February 199S
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